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Paul Brand was born in 1946. In 1964, he went to Oxford to read history
which marked the start of a distinguished career. In 1970, he began
working in the Medieval Records Section of the Public Record Office in
London. Although he left these archives six years later, Paul Brand has
always remained a specialist of the sources of medieval English law. If
anything, his publications build upon a large wealth of archival documents
and the reader can only admire his mastery of the primary materials. In
1976, Paul Brand moved from London to Ireland, where he lectured on law
and legal history. However, in 1983, he resigned his position and became
a private scholar, which allowed him to fully pursue his academic dreams.
Many institutes and universities in both the United Kingdom and the
United States have invited him, first, as visiting fellow and later as visiting
professor. Finally, in 1997, it was the privilege of Oxford University to hire
him permanently as a fellow and finally as professor of English legal
history. In 2014, he retired and joined the ranks of the emeritus fellows of
All Souls College. Paul Brand’s university career only shows one part of
his activities. He contributed to many learned societies, but here we can
only mention a few: Fellow of the Royal Historical Society, Council
Member and later Vice-President of the Selden Society, Council Member
and Treasurer of the Pipe Roll Society, Fellow of the British Academy and
Chairman of its research projects Committee, Vice-President of the Jewish
Historical Society of England and Corresponding Fellow of the Medieval
Academy of America. For his work he received, the Donald W. Sutherland
prize of the American Society for Legal History on two occasions and the
Irish Legal History Society awarded him its Gold Medal in 2006. Not only
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historians and legal historians bestowed honours upon him. In 2000, the
American Law Institute elected him as a member, whereas in 2014 the
Middle Temple called him to the bar and made him an Honorary Bencher,
an honour reserved only for royalty and the most distinguished academics.
Paul Brand has found all this recognition thanks to his impressive body of
scholarship. Interestingly and almost unheard of in today’s era of
producing rapid results, he limited himself to publishing articles at first.
However, by 1992, his reputation was already built and, subsequently, a
book containing no less than twenty articles saw the light. Of particular
importance was the first article, which dealt with the same subject as a
monograph published in the same year. In both book and article, Paul
Brand showed how the institutional reforms of the twelfth-century King
Henry II gradually led to the professionalisation of lawyers in English law.
Paul Brand was particularly interested in the thirteenth century, which had
also been at the heart of his 1974 thesis. Aiming for the highest possible
standard of academic excellence, Paul Brand did not immediately publish
his thesis, but constantly strived to strengthen its documentary foundations.
He wrote several smaller studies, which finally culminated in his 2003
magnum opus: Kings, barons and justices: the making and enforcement of
legislation in thirteenth century England. The academic community has
hailed this book as a true masterpiece, which rendered all previous schol-
arship obsolete. It studied two important texts, the 1259 Provisions of
Westminster and the 1267 Statute of Marlborough and showed not only
how this legislation came to be, but also how the courts interpreted and
applied it. Whereas previous scholars had looked at these statutes as
isolated documents, Paul Brand firmly situated them in the broader polit-
ical and legal context.
Paul Brand’s importance goes beyond his own publications. He has edited
many of the oldest sources of the English common law. For the purpose of
researching English law, historians can consult the Year Books, which
contain reports of English case law. In response to the fact that a great deal
of the thirteenth-century material was absent from the Year Books, Paul
Brand brought together a lot of pre 1290 reports in four voluminous books,
published by the Selden Society, thus enabling new research. Historians
can also thank Paul Brand for reediting and translating the Parliament Rolls
for the years 1275 to 1307. He has further contributed to other valuable
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projects of fundamental research, like the Dictionary of Medieval Latin
from British Sources and the Anglo-American Legal Tradition website.
Given the many publications of Paul Brand, it is impossible to list all his
achievements here. Nevertheless, I would like to single out a few articles,
because they caught my attention at one moment or another. Very impor-
tant in my opinion is ‘Westminster Hall and Europe: European aspects of
the English medieval common law’. His countrymen may sometimes show
a very insular mentality, but Paul Brand has always been aware of the wider
European context and he has written many chapters in books edited by
continental colleagues. He also devoted special attention to the realities of
the law. Reading Paul Brand, English kings and barons, as well as court-
room scenes come to life. Paul Brand may not be a linguist, but he has dealt
with the linguistic diversity of medieval England (Latin, Law French and
English) in several publications, including the situation in Ireland. In fact,
in one of his articles he describes the birth and early development of a colo-
nial judiciary: not India in the eighteenth century, but English judges in
Ireland in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. As this example shows, Paul
Brand is a master in finding attractive titles for his publications. Another
example is ‘Chief Justice and Felon’, i.e. highest judge and felon heading
an article, which chronicles the career of Thomas Weyland. However, the
article does not actually dwell on this infamous character from thirteenth-
century English legal history, but on the topic of which Paul Brand is
generally recognised as the undisputed master: the beginning and early
history of the English common law.
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